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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a series of field data from prototype observation with
three-dimensional fluctuating velocity were measured by a threecomponent acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV). The field
measurements were in two reach of Yangtze River, in Chongqing,
China, which one is Huanghuacheng reach is located in Zhongxian of
Three Gorges Reservoir that has severely blocked the navigation
channel and other one is fengjie reach with the typical terrain. The field
measurements were conducted in some cross-sections and each crosssection has been measured for the three-dimensional velocity in
different measured vertical lines. The measuring time should be take
more than one hour in a line of the cross-section. The principle and
method of velocity measurement of ADV was analysed to get two main
shortcomings. One is that ADV Doppler effects of background noise,
and the other is the velocity spikes caused by the Doppler confusing
signal that is out of the range of the Doppler frequency shift. This paper
based on these two short comings , adopted Nikora method to deal with
the background noise on the influence of turbulence parameters
calculation. In order to satisfied with results, the method is used phasespace method and the spikes adjacent data to obtain the result of
polynomial fitting, and then replaced the wrong spikes by interpolating.
Velocity measurement errors from ADV were analysed to discuss some
key measures how to control error from the causes, magnitude of the
error and other aspects, and purify the pollution data. The result
provides important data support to analyze the turbulence
characteristics in Huanghuacheng reach and Fengjie reach of Yangtze
River.

Jin-you Lu (2005) decorate observation section, using the observed data
of turbulence characteristics made a statistical analysis. Sheng-fa Yang
(2012) was carried out on the large depth of turbulent flow in open
channel vortex structure research by prototype observation.
The main purpose of this paper is, (1)To carry out field measurements
in two typical siltation reaches of the Three Gorges Reservoir;(2)To
discuss the data processing method and purify the pollution data.

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
The Measuring Instrument – ADV
The 6MHz Nortek ADV, with the acoustic wavelength of 250μm, the
sampling frequency of 1~64Hz, and velocity range of 0.01 to 7m/s, is
selected,in Fig.1. The sampling frequency is relatively high compared
with other kinds of ADV, and this ADV allows the rotation and tilt of a
certain angle.
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INTRODUCTION
Fig. 1 Collect data principle of ADV
At present, for the turbulence characteristics of turbulent flow in open
channel test research from the laboratory flume, after all laboratory
flume is generalized model, however, with the actual situation of
natural rivers are still some differences, and can not fully reflect the
real physical properties. Field measurements avoid the laboratory flume
experiment due to error in the accuracy of the scale problems.
Turbulent flow measurement in natural river, less at home and abroad
to carry out. McQuewi (1973) Completed turbulent flow measurement.
Lian-mu Deng (2001) has carried on the prototype observation in the
Yangtze river, and for the large scale of turbulence structure research.

Field Measurements Measurement Design
The field measurements are carried out at the Zhongxian and Fengjie
reaches where the siltation is relatively serious. The Zhongxian reach,
which is about 350km above from the Three Gorges Dam, is a
meandering and bifurcation reach. The left branch is suffering serious
siltation, and the ship traveling to upstream in low water level has been
forced to change the channel. The Fengjie reach is located in the
famous Qutang Gorge 600km above from the Three Gorges Dam, the
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flow velocity here is relatively big and almost no siltation exists in the
channel, while the downstream confluence where the Meixi River flows
in is suffering serious siltation.
8 sections are selected from the inlet to the outlet of the Zhongxian
meandering reach, and 3 or 4 vertical lines with 6 to 10 points from
water surface to the river bed of each line are arranged, a total of 27
vertical lines with 193 points are measured. At the Fengjie reach, 5
sections are selected, and a total of 14 vertical lines with 127 points are
measured. The field sites are shown in Fig.2and Fig.3. The measuring
points will be located by the GPS system on a survey ship.

DATA PROCESSING
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There are two major drawbacks of ADV. First, the noise floor Doppler
effect; the other is the process of measuring the Doppler signal
confusion (beyond the range of the Doppler rate) caused by a flow rate
spikes. The following describes how to take effective way to reduce the
flow rate measurement error caused by these two problems.
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Fig. 2 The measuring sections and points (filled dots) at the Three
Gorges reservoir
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Fig. 4 Measuring equipment
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By Vladimir I. Nikora and Derek G. Goring introduces a simple
method, we assume that the velocity of flow noise time series, the
velocity and the noise correlation coefficient is zero. we can get:

U i = U mi − ni

(1)

′ U mj
′ − ni′n ′j
U i′U ′j = U mi

(2)

R ii (τ ) = Rmi (τ ) − Rnn (τ )

(3)

S ii (w) = S mi (w) − S nn (w)

(4)

Instrument noise signals(Fig.5) to obtain:2 m depth of sand basin in the
laboratory, the static state, the flow measured by ADV set (set different
velocity range corresponding to the noise signal, noise processing, I
will choose the corresponding value), get the ADV sampling velocity
signal. That the velocity value of instrument noise signals. For
instrument noise signal is white noise, and its power spectrum curves is
uniformly distributed over the whole frequency domain.
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The measurements are conducted from July 18th to August 2nd 2012,
the discharge of the Yangtze River is about 40000 m3/s, the water level
is about 160m, and water depth of two measured sites is from 10m to
100m. The time scale of the measurements is relatively small compared
to that of the discharge change of the Yangtze River, so it can be
considered that the measurement results are consistent in time for each
vertical line or even for each cross section. Measuring equipment,in
Fig.4.
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Fig. 3 Vertical measuring-point arrangement diagram
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Fig. 5 Noise power spectrum

Doppler Singal Mixed Data Processing
Elimination of spikes can be roughly divided into two steps, first, for
testing, find abnormal points; And then replace with appropriate value.
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Pay attention to the peak of choice will affect the final substitution
effect.
RC filters method. From the original time series u i generate two time
2

series ui 2 and u i ，the sample variance is

σ i 2 = u i 2 − ui

(λUσ U )2 = a 2 cos 2 θ + b 2 sin 2 θ

2
2
2
2
2
(λUσ ∆2U ) = a sin θ + b cos θ
5.for each projection in phase identify the points that lie outside of the
ellipse and replace them(Fig.6 and Fig.7).

2

The point i+1is accpected as good if

u i − kσ i < u i +1 < u i + kσ i
where k=parameter，usually set 3 and 9 .
Tukey 53H method. Construct a sequence ui (1) from the median of the
five data points from

u i −2

ui + 2 ，Construct a sequence ui (2 ) from
points from u i −1 to u i +1 ，Construct the

to

the median of the five data

Fig. 6 Phase space method shows the contaminated ADV data

hanning smoothing filter

ui

(3 )

=

(

1
(2 )
(2 )
(2 )
ui −1 + 2ui +u i +1
4

)

Construct the sequence ∆ i = ui − ui (3 ) ,if ∆ i > kσ ， abnormal
points，replace thes pike.
Acceleration thresholding method. Calculate the accelerations from
a i = (u i − u i −1 ) / ∆t ，where ∆t is the sampling.

Fig. 7 The ADV data of after the phase space method processing

Isentify those points where a i < −λa g and u i < −kσ replace them，

Spike Replacement

experence shows that λa =1-2，k=1.5
Phase-space thresholding method. This method uses the coincept of
a three-dimensional Poincare map or phase-space plot in whice the
variable and its derivatives are plotted against each other.the points are
enclosed by an ellipsoid defined by the universal criterion and the
points outside the ellipsoid are designated as spikes.each iteration has
the following steps：

The smoothing estimation is relatively well, but not better accuracy
compared with other method. Using a point or two point interpolation
for acceleration threshold method is very effective. But for larger
turbulent change velocity data, using this method is not too big effect,
especially in the presence of consecutive multiple spikes, make the
substitution effect is not good. The average for all values can be used to
solve this problem, but also has a problem is that when some local
relative to the average have larger fluctuation, the replacement likely to
lead to another splike(Fig. 8).

1. calculate surrogates for the first and second derivatives from:

∆u i = (ui +1 − ui −1 ) / 2 ， ∆2 u i = (∆ui +1 − ∆ui −1 ) / 2

2.calculate the standard deviations of all three variables ，

σ u , σ ∆u , σ ∆ u
2

.
3.calculate the rotation angle of the principal axis of ∆2 u i verus

ui using the cross correlation
θ = tan −1

(∑ u ∆ u / ∑ u )
2

2

i

i

i

4.for each pair of variables，calculate the ellipse that has maxima and
minima from 3 above.
Can be shown by elementary geomentry to be the solution of

Interpolation method in most cases may be the most appropriate. Linear
interpolation can sometimes cause another splike. Derek g. Goring and
Vladimir i. Nikora after many trials, found that using the spike point
nearby polynomial fitting the data, then the interpolation is the most
suitable method.
Trials have shown that for ADV data the best options are to use a thirdorder polynomial through 12 points on either side of the spike. A cubic
allows enough curvature without introducing extra spikes. The number
of points for fitting needs to be large for ADV data to ensure that local,
representative levels are found on either side of the spike. The corollary
is that there must not be any spikes within the 12 data points on either
side of the spike under consideration. This means that some spike
events have to be amalgamated, reducing the number of events, but
making some of them wider. Of course, the number of points used in
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fitting the polynomial may depend upon the sampling frequency, but
we have found that 12 is suitable for sampling rates in the range from
25 to 100 Hz that we routinely use. This filed mearsures ADV sampling
rates is 64 hz we also choose 12 points(Fig. 9 and Fig. 10).

(4)The data processing effect is good, For the further study of the three
gorges reservoir water turbulence characteristics provide important data
support.

Notation
2.5

Ui =

-1

u/m⋅s

mean true velocity component;

U mi = mean measured velocity component;

2

ni =mean Doppler noise components in orthogonal coordinate system;

1.5

U i′U ′j = Reynolds stresses of true velocity field;

1

′ U mj
′ = measured Reynolds stresses;
U mi

0.5

ni′n ′j = correlation moment between Doppler noise components;
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Fig. 8 The error spike of velocity

R ii (τ ) = auto-correlation function of i th true velocity component;
Rnn (τ ) =

auto-correlation function of Doppler noise component;

Sii (w) = auto-spectrum of i th true velocity component;
S mi (w) = auto-spectrum of measured ADV signal;

S nn (w) = auto-spectrum of i th component of Doppler noise;

∆ i = difference between rough and smooth datasets;
∆t = time interval between data points;

∆u i = surrogate for first derivative of u i using central differences;
∆2 u i = surrogate for second derivative of u i using central differences
of ∆u i ;

θ =angle of rotation of principal axis of ∆2 u i versus u i ;
Fig. 9 Velocity data with phase space display

λa =acceleration threshold;
λU =Universal threshold;
σ =standard deviation;
σ u , σ ∆u , σ ∆ u = standard deviations of u i , ∆u i , ∆2 u i
2
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